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Editor’s Note
Our human life is really a composite life full of senses, sense related knowledge, related pleasures and pain, and related vices and virtues.
The Vedic science teaches us to balance life to ensure that maximum health and maximum
longevity both are attained and enjoyed on the plane of human existence.
Life without health is just a meaningless life.
Ayurveda and Vedic wisdom teaches us to apportion and allocate our “nourishment”. Our
scriptures and for that matter any holy scripture, any divine scripture speaks of giving part of
our share of food to others.
We as humankind grow in essential material value. Material value is actual value related to
“HEALTHY WEALTH “. Healthy wealth is wealth that brings prosperity, enjoyment, and happiness. Unhealthy wealth is wealth conducive of illness, disease, epiphany, tragedies, upheavals, and misfortune calamities.
When one undergoes through difficulties and suffers pain and sorrow, one must contemplate
and retrospectively reflect upon the transient impermanence of all the material wealth and
human life.
We own nothing albeit we claim so much ownership.

Bharti Dhiman
Editor & Publisher
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NEWS
Trinidad’s Divali Nagar opens with the theme, “Hindu
Symbolism” at a cost of US$.8 m By PARAS RAMOUTAR

Port-of-Spain: Trinidad’s Divali Nagar which opens with the theme, “Hindu Symbolism” is a highly misunderstood concept used by antagonists to degrade and
ridicule Hinduism, according to DrDeokienanan Sharma, president of the National Council of Indian Culture(NCIC).

Dr Sharma underlined this point while delivering the opening address at the nine-day festival
which started on Monday Oct. 9 to Tuesday Oct. 17. The projected cost will hover around five
million TT dollars.Divali remains a public holiday since 1966.
“All religions have their symbols, often more than one. These may be visual like the Cross, or
auricular like OM. They may represent God as Power like the Shiva Linga, or point out the perfection as in thecase of the Dharmacharka of Buddhism or the Crucifix,” quoting from Swami
Harshananda’s book, “Powerful Symbols of World Religion”
Dr Sharma noted that it is very difficult for the common man to understand the declarations and
teachings of the Vedas, Upanishads and other religious texts. Symbolism has therefore, been developed to overcome these difficulties and give to the common man howto interpret these teachings.
“Thirty one years have now gone by and Divali Nagar has established itself as the flagship project not only of the NCIC, but the premier cultural form of the Indo-Trinidadian. It has continued to
present the best of the culture in nine-days of programs both folk and contemporary, and other
traditions that are second to none. It is a meeting place where the projected figure is 100,000
patrons from all parts of the globe, including India, USA, Canada and England, in a safe an environment as could be possible and in an atmosphere devoid of one of the great social ills, alcoholism,” he told thousands of patrons worldwide through television, radio and other modern forms of
communications.
Dr Sharma said that one of the ways in which Divali Nagar has undertaken to educate and inform
is through an exhibition mounted at the Festival. “Divali Nagar selects a different theme each
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year, and team of researchers led by Baba SatnarayanMourya of Mumbai, India, several
months prior to the actual festival. The team led by Baba has, over the years, produced
some stunning and very informative displays on the selected theme and continues to do
as well will view during Divali Nagar 2017.”
This year, a noted Hindu leader as the Chief Guest wasParamacharya Pt. HardeoPersad, Spiritual Head of SWAHA International. Over the many years, note-worthy individuals both at home and abroad are honoured by the NCIC for their contribution to the
economic, cultural, political and social empowerment of the nation, and by extension to
World Hinduism.
Dr Sharma continued: “This year marks a significant occasion as it commemorates the
centenary of the end of Indian Indentureship, 1917-2017. Through all hardships and
suffering endured during the period of indenture and beyond, the East Indians have
steadfastly stuck to their cultural traditions and can today boast of a very vibrant and
ever-growing culture which they seek to preserve far into the forseeable future. In this regard, the efforts of all organizations involved in the teaching, preservation and promoting
of Indian culture must be applauded and recognized.
Dr Sharma said that one of the aims of Divali Nagar in multi-cultural Trinidad and Tobago
is to bring to the fore the culture of the East Indian descendants of the indenture showcase its very rich and meaningful traditions, thereby informing and educating the masses
on the various aspects of Indo-Trinbagonian culture.
Pundit HardeoPersad, in his acceptance speech upon receiving the scroll, painting and
the book highlighting the work of the NCIC, expressed his deepest gratitude to the NCIC
and its Management Committee. Pundit Persad further elucidated the on Hindu concept
of symbolism, referring to the several major Hindu religious literature on the existence of
Mother Laskhmi in Her several forms, and who remains the focus atDivali, the Festival of
Lights.
President of the Republic, Anthony Carmona and former Prime Minister and now Leader
of the Opposition, Mrs. KamlaPersad-Bissessar were in attendance.
Scores of the nation’s top Indian cultural performers and activists such as T&TEC Gayatones which featured CapilGayadeen, Rishi Gayadeen, Nadia Madhoo, Anil Bheem,
IndarKanhai, NirmalaSesnarayan thrilled the thousands of patrons each night.
One of the major highlights was the International Miss NCIC DivaliNagat Queen Pag3

eant where SeemaMoonilal, Hama Ramoutar, NeermalaRagoonanan, SuvinaSmolsky,
AshwitaWanishkaBachoe(Suriname) RaveenaNandlal, AmishaLulkool, NavinaMisir,
ShaennaGilharry(Belize) and Jeanique Baxter(Jamaica).
And of similar importance was the Grand Finals of the NCIC Dance Competition which
featured:ShivTandava Dance Group, Tridevi Dance group, Vedanta Suraj&AshaMaharaj,
Karan Rampersad, PriyaPersad, NrityaSangam Dance Group, Amritam Shakti Dance
Group, Bollywood Dance Academy, Kiss Natraj Dance Group and Khalnayak Dance
Academy.
After that blissful, entertaining and imaginative Divali Nagar 2017, patrons await Divali
Nagar 2018.
(ParasRamoutar can be contacted at (paras_ramoutar@yahoo.com)
Source: World Hindu News (WHN)

Upset Hindus urge removal of goddess Parvati from
FGO mobile game where she is a “servant”
Hindus are upset at “Fate/Grand Order” (FGO) mobile role-playing video
game, developed by Japan’s Delightworks Inc., for reportedly introducing goddess Parvati as one of the “new” servants; saying it trivializes a
highly revered Hindu deity.

Distinguished Hindu statesman Rajan Zed, in a statement in Nevada
today, urged Tokyo headquartered Delightworks Inc. to withdraw the
character of goddess Parvati in its free-to-play FGO video game, whose
tagline is “This is a story about taking back our future”.

Zed, who is President of Universal Society of Hinduism, said that in this
mobile game set-up, the player became the Master who summoned and commanded servants
controlling their movements, including goddess Parvati; while in reality the devotees put the destinies of themselves in the hands of their deities.

Moreover, goddess Parvati depicted in FGO appeared more like a belly-dancer than the Hindu
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deity devotees were used to seeing, Rajan Zed pointed out, and termed it as incredibly disrespectful.
Zed indicated that reimagining Hindu scriptures, symbols, concepts and deities for
commercial or other agenda was not okay as it hurt the devotees. Controlling and manipulating goddess Parvati by the game-player was denigration. Goddess Parvati was
meant to be worshipped in temples and home shrines and not to be reduced to just a
“servant” in a video game to be used in combat in the virtual battleground.
Rajan Zed further said that Hindus were for free speech as much as anybody else if
not more. But faith was something sacred and attempts at belittling it hurt the devotees. Video game makers should be more sensitive while handling faith related subjects, as these games left lasting impact on the minds of highly impressionable children, teens and other young people, Zed added.
Hindus welcomed entertainment industry to immerse in Hinduism but taking it seriously and respectfully and not for refashioning Hinduism scriptures, symbols, concepts
and deities for mercantile greed. He or other Hindu scholars would gladly provide
genuine entertainment industry seekers the resources they needed for their study and
research regarding Hinduism, Zed stressed.
Hinduism was the oldest and third largest religion of the world with about 1.1 billion
adherents and a rich philosophical thought and it should not be taken frivolously. No
faith, larger or smaller, should be mishandled, Rajan Zed noted.
In this game, Goddess Parvati is shown as carrying Trisula (trident), which is her
greatest weapon; while in reality Trisula is Lord Siva’s most powerful weapon. In the
game, when Parvati is equipped with Nandi, it increases her performance; but in
Hinduism, Nandi is Lord Siva’s mount. This kind of misinformation spreading creates
further confusion among non-Hindus about Hinduism, Zed states.
Delightworks Inc. undertakes planning, development and management of games.
Tactical, turn based FGO, on iOS/Android platform and composed by Kinoko Nasu, is
claimed to be “easy to learn, but hard to master”. “Servant” in this game is “an attendant that serves the Master” and follows orders.
Goddess Parvati finds mention in Mahabharata and Puranas.
Source: World Hindu News (WHN)
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Researchers Found 6000 Years old Lord Rama and
Hanuman carvings in Silemania, Iraq
One of the major triumphs of
modern archaeology was the
hair-raising discoveries of Sir
Leonard Woolley at Ur. Amidst
the ruins of Ur, he unearthed a
Ram-chapel but totally missed
its relevance in world history.
This crucial finding not only
bridges the wide gaps between
Indian tradition and archaeology but also unfolds the historic bonds that once united ancient India, Iran and Sumer.
Ram-Sin of (Larsa) to whose memory this chapel was dedicated must have been Rama of Valmiki. The name Ararama of Larsa may be an echo of Rama. This Ram-Chapel of Ur is the earliest known memorial to the great Rama and may have been erected by Dilmun merchants who
resided nearby. Dilmun was always mentioned in the Sumerian texts together with Magan and
Melukkha and it is possible that these three states were somehow allied to each other.

The reason behind Why the Liberal Indian sections of Media are
keeping absolutely silent on this
issue is that Many of them are
funded either by Radical Sheikh
Lobby of Saudi Arabia who wish
to turn India into Middle East and
also some Marxist/ communist
Chinese investors who wish to
destroy our nation’s identity and
sense of National and Cultural Pride in order to rule us.
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RAMA, BHARATA & LAKSHMANA IN SUMER : The Cambridge
Ancient History[xvi][iii] which
is usually not considered as a
sourcebook for Indian history by
writers like Romila Thapar contains priceless information relevant to Indian ancient history. In
the highly authentic Sumerian
king list appears such hallowed
names as Bharat (Warad) Sin
and Ram Sin.
As Sin was the Moon god Chandra Ram Sin can be seen to be same as Rama Chandra.
Bharat Sin ruled for 12 years (1834-1822 BC), exactly as stated in the Dasaratha Jataka. The Jataka statement, “Years sixty times hundred, and ten thousand more, all told,
/ Reigned strong-armed Rama”, only means that Rama reigned for sixty years which
agrees exactly with the data of Assyriologists.

Ram Sin was the longest reigning monarch of Mesopotamia who ruled for 60 years. The
mention of the father in the inscriptions of both Warad Sin and Ram Sin is noteworthy
and may point to a palace intrigue. Joan Oates is not aware of the Ramayana but writes
with great insight (p. 61) that Warad sin was manoeuvred to the throne by his father. In
Mesopotamia, a prince normally became king only after the death of his father. Lakshmana, mentioned the Bible as Lakhamar, ruled as a great king.
Source: mailonnews.com

Second Century Durga Image Unearthed in Kurnool
District
INDIA, September 24, 2017 (The Hindu): A limestone plaque carved with Mahishamardhini image, which goes back to the second century CE, was reported from Veerapuram,
a village submerged under the waters of the Srisailam reservoir in Kurnool district, signifying the presence of Durga Mahishasuramardhini cult during that period, according to
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E. Sivanagi Reddy, Chief Executive Officer of the Cultural
Centre of Vijayawada and Amaravati. Mr. Reddy said that
the plaque measuring 3.75 xX 2.85 inches was recovered
during the excavations conducted by T. V. G. Sastry, G.
Kamalakar and B. Kasturi Bai of the Birla Archaeological
and Cultural Research Institute, Hyderabad.

The excavations brought to the fore the remains of 13 brick temples built between the
second and third century CE. “This evidence is datable to the second century CE period
of the Maharathis, a minor dynasty which controlled the region,” Dr. Reddy added. The
rare and unique find also attested the fact that the worship of Durga in Mahishasuramardhini form of the Sakta cult had its origin in the Rayalaseema region during the early
centuries CE, when the entire coastal Andhra was under the strong influence of Buddhism, he said.
Source: Hinduism Today

Honoring Nature can Help Protect the Environment
FLORIDA, USA, September 26, 2017 (editorial by Hari Venkatachalam, Auburn Seminary): Hindus have been called upon since time immemorial to live harmoniously with the terrifying forces of
Mother Nature, but over the years this message has been lost in layers of religious ritualism and
modern consumerism. Garbage is regularly dropped absent-mindedly by pilgrims on their way to
their prayers. If one stops to ask a person why they act with such disregard for the environment,
they just shrug with impotence, “What can one person do? Everyone does it.” But Hindus can do
something.
Hindus represent the largest sub-national religious group in the world with over 1 billion adherents
in India, far surpassing the quarter-billion Christian Americans or Muslim Indonesians. They are a
powerful social and economic force here in the United States, and we don’t need to scratch that
far below the surface of our traditions to uncover the throbbing green veins of environmentalism.
The whispering call to honor nature is behind many of our rituals. Nature for us is a visible and
concrete symbol of a divinity that hides in the unknowable, dark place of pure consciousness.
Not only in stone, but in all the elements of nature, the divine stands to protect and provide. It is
truly a venerable message; But that voice is being stifled in the waves of polluted water, buried in
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the heaps of trashed earth, smothered in the billowing poisoned air, and burned in the
warming temperatures of our planet. We no longer approach nature with God-fearing
humility or devotion. It is arrogance, greed, and disdain that color our practices that
corrupt nature.
So we Hindus now stand at the crossroads with a decision to make. We can continue
along the path of destruction and face even worse disasters due to human impact to
our environment. Or we can realize our collective political and social power, tap into the
environmentalist stream that ebbs and flows through our ancient culture, and invest it
in policies and concrete actions that reverse our environmentally damaging actions. We
have to make a decision on how we Hindus want to interact with our planet.
For more, go to source
Hari Venkatachalam is a Master of Public Health candidate at the University of South
Florida and a Hindu activist focused on social justice, environmental change, and
LGBT rights issues based in the Tampa, Florida metropolitan area. Hari is a member of
Sadhana: Coalition or Progressive Hindus.

Temple Shikharas on the banks of the

Bridge over the River Ganga to the

River Ganga. Haridwar, Uttarakhand,

Bathing Ghats. Haridwar, Uttara-

India

khand, India.

Pedestrian and Bike Pathway next to the River Ganga. Rishikesh, Uttarakhand, India
Source: http://auburnseminary.org/one-hindus-environmental-pilgrimage-triveni-ghat-tampa-future/
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Upset Hindus urge Valencia firm to withdraw Lord
Ganesh crash-pad
Upset Hindus are urging Valencia (Spain) based online retailer esKalarTienda for immediate withdrawal of crash-pad carrying image of Hindu deity Lord
Ganesh; calling it highly inappropriate.
Distinguished Hindu statesman Rajan Zed, in a statement in Nevada (USA)
today, said that Lord Ganesh was highly revered in Hinduism and was meant
to be worshipped in temples or home shrines and not to put your feet on. Inappropriate usage of Hindu deities or concepts for commercial or other agenda
was not okay as it hurt the devotees.
Zed, who is President of Universal Society of Hinduism, also urged esKalarTienda and its CEO to
offer a formal apology, besides withdrawing Lord Ganesh crash-pad from its website.
Hinduism was the oldest and third largest religion of the world with about 1.1 billion adherents
and a rich philosophical thought and it should not be taken frivolously. Symbols of any faith, larger or smaller, should not be mishandled, Rajan Zed noted.
Zed further said that such trivialization of Hindu deities was disturbing to the Hindus world over.
Hindus were for free artistic expression and speech as much as anybody else if not more. But
faith was something sacred and attempts at trivializing it hurt the followers, Zed added.
Ganesh Crash Pad at esKalarTienda.com, an online retailer focused on climbing- mountaineering gear, sells for €320.
In Hinduism, Lord Ganesh is worshipped as god of wisdom and remover of obstacles and is invoked before the beginning of any major undertaking.
Source: World Hindu News (WHN)

Power of Prayer?: Hindus Hold Ceremonies for Active Volcano Mt. Agung to Pray That Island Is Spared
A man monitors during the raised alert levels for the volcano on Mount Agung at Rendang subdistrict in Klungkung regency on Bali island on September 21, 2017.
Authorities have raised alert levels for a volcano on the Indonesian resort island of Bali after
hundreds of small tremors stoked fears it could erupt for the first time in more than 50 years. /
AFP PHOTO / SONNY TUMBELAKA
BALI, INDONESIA, September 22, 2017 (Coconuts Bali): Balinese Hindus have been conduct10

ing a number of ceremonies at Mt. Agung, trying
to prevent a deadly eruption from the volcano,
while Muslims across the island have been getting together and likewise praying that the island
is spared from a great natural disaster. Agung, a
volcano located in Karangasem, Bali, has shown
increased activity with its alert status getting
upgraded two times in the past week. Local residents living near the volcano have been evacuated in anticipation of a possible eruption. To make everyone a little more tense, a
5.7 earthquake was detected in the Java Sea, northwest of Bali, on Wednesday night,
triggering a tsunami warning.
Agung, the highest peak on the island, holds a special place in the hearts of Balinese.
The volcano is regarded as sacred and is often the site of religious ceremonies. Late
on Wednesday, a Tilem — or new moon — ceremony was conducted by Balinese
Hindu communities around the island, while a larger ceremony was also held at Bali’s
mother temple, Besakih, on the slopes the volcano. The ceremony at Besakih was
held by the provincial government of Bali. The governor, Made Mangku Pastika was
even present. The governor said he encourages people of all religions to pray that
Agung does not erupt.
Source: Coconuts Bali

Guwahati’s 101-Foot Durga Idol To Be World’s Tallest
Bamboo Structure
Art director Nuruddin Ahmed and his team
of 40 artists are creating the idol for Guwahati’s Bishnupur Sarbojanin Durga Puja
Committee
Durga Puja 2017: The idol doesn’t have
any metal or plastic and is completely
green. (AFP photos)
GUWAHATI: A 101-foot idol of Goddess
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Durga made of bamboo is all set to enter the Guinness Book of Records as the world’s
tallest bamboo sculpture. About 5,000 bamboo poles have been
used in the making of the idol. Art director Nuruddin Ahmed and his
team of 40 artists are creating the idol for Guwahati’s Bishnupur
Sarbojanin Durga Puja Committee. Mr Ahmed, who has been designing Durga idols since 1975, began work on their latest creation
on August 1.
Being a Muslim, he says, he is often asked why he makes Durga
idols. But the proud artist says, “An artist has no religion and his
only religion and duty is to serve humanity.”
The organisers had earlier planned a 110 feet idol.
Deep Ahmed, who is supervising the project, says that they haven’t used any metal or
plastic in this idol and it’s completely green. Earlier, the organisers had planned a taller
idol. In fact, the initial structure was approximately 110 feet. “But then on the 17th of this
month, the whole structure came crashing because of the strong storm. It was a challenge to complete the project in just six days,” he said.
“People encouraged us to start afresh and we have already managed to finish almost
70 per cent of the structure,” he added.
Durga Puja marks the battle of goddess Durga with the demon Mahishasura and her
victory. The festival epitomises the victory of good over evil, and is celebrated with merrymaking and joyous festivities. The four-day celebrations begin on September 27.
Source: NDTV

Upset Hindus urge Alibaba to apologize & withdraw
Krishna-Ganesha doormats
Upset Hindus are urging Hangzhou (China) headquartered e-commerce
giant Alibaba Group for immediate withdrawal from its website of doormats
carrying images of Hindu deities Lord Krishna and Lord Ganesha; calling it
highly inappropriate.
Distinguished Hindu statesman Rajan Zed, in a statement in Nevada
(USA) today, said that it was shocking to visualize that Alibaba, for its
12

mercantile greed, was apparently persuading the world to scrub/wipe the soles of their
shoes before entering a building/bathroom on the faces of images of gods which Hindus
worshipped.
Hindu deities Lord Ganesha and Lord Krishna, whose images were depicted on doormats sold at Alibaba website, were highly revered in Hinduism and were meant to be
worshipped in temples or home shrines and not for putting one’s feet on for cleaning or
sweeping on or to “dry wet feet, grab dirt, dust and grime”, as was the case here. Inappropriate usage of Hindu deities or concepts for commercial or other agenda was not
okay as it hurt the devotees; Zed, who is President of Universal Society of Hinduism,
indicated.
Rajan Zed also urged Alibaba group to offer a formal apology.
Hinduism was the oldest and third largest religion of the world with about 1.1 billion adherents and a rich philosophical thought and it should not be taken frivolously. Symbols
of any faith, larger or smaller, should not be mishandled, Zed noted.
Rajan Zed further said that such trivialization of Hindu deities was disturbing to the Hindus world over. Hindus were for free artistic expression and speech as much as anybody else if not more. But faith was something sacred and attempts at trivializing it hurt
the followers, Zed added.
Alibaba Group, established in 1999, reported revenue as $7,403 million in the quarter
that ended June 30, a revenue growth of 56%. Its “mission” is “to make it easy to do
business anywhere” and its “vision” includes “a company that lasts at least 102 years”.
Jack Yun MA, a former English teacher from Hangzhou, is the Executive Chairman. It
also has offices in Hong Kong, Taiwan, USA, United Kingdom, Italy, France, Germany,
Netherlands, Japan, India and Australia.
Source: World Hindu News (WHN)

Hindus face anti-Idolatry campaign in Bangladesh
When the sacred months are over slay the idolaters wherever you find them. Arrest them,
besiege them, and lie in ambush everywhere for them. If they repent (become Muslim)
and take to prayer and render the alms levy, allow them to go their way. God is forgiving
and merciful. – Quran 9:5
GOD does not forgive idolatry, but He forgives lesser offenses for whomever He wills.
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Anyone who sets up idols beside GOD, has forged a horrendous offense. – Quran 4:48
There is a saying that is popular in the West, and only because it better applies to our own holocausts, that “where
they burn books they will burn people”, and maybe this
saying is true. However, for Hindus, especially those
living in the Islamic State of Bangladesh, the more appropriate and visceral call to defense is “where they break
idols, they will try to break Hindus”.
Islam is very subtly woven in the Bangladeshi Constitution, as the document does claim that Bangladesh is a
“secular democracy”, however, the Constitution also states that Islam is the state religion,
it references both “Allah” and the “Koran”, and it is the state’s objective to: “consolidate,
preserve and strengthen fraternal relations among Muslim countries based on Islamic
solidarity.” So when Bangladeshi politicians say Bangladesh is “secular”, this is what
they mean.
Those who have been following JFH know that Bangladeshi Hindus of course have a
long and bloody history of continuous pogroms under Muslim rule. Less than 1000 years
ago, Bangladeshi was a majority Hindu, tribal, Vedic and otherwise native land, however,
as did happen in all of Northern India, Islamic Invasions from West Asia and the establishment of a tyrannical Islamic theocracy over Northern India wiped out or converted the
majority of Bangladeshi Hindus.
By the time of partition in 1947, Bangladeshi Hindus made up approximately 30% of the
Bangladeshi population, today they make up less than
9%. From targeted genocides, to the kidnapping of Hindu
girls, the expulsions and land grabs, the Radical Muslims
of Bangladesh have been systematically cleansing the
Hindus of Bangladesh for the past 70 years. It is estimated that in this time, 49 million Hindus have gone “missing”
from Bangladesh.

Every year, hundreds of Hindu homes, temples, shops
14

and schools are burned, looted, and destroyed by Muslim mobs. However, there is of course another sort of
crime that is very specific, the destruction of Hindu “idols”.
Hindus more usually call their idols “murtis” as they know
“idol” caries negative connotations. However, the meaning is the same, it is a representation of a “god” or energy
which is believed to hold some sort of field force which
emanates the power of the idea to which the idol is associated.
While murtis and idols are not a necessary prescription in
Hinduism (the Vedas have no idols), they have become
ubiquitous and synonymous with Hinduism in the modern age. Idolatry, is of course
however, violently prohibited in Islam, the Koran calls for Muslims to mass murder idolaters until they convert to Islam and idolatry is described as the worst sin a person can
commit. As one can guess, the purposeful destruction of idols is very common in Bangladesh.
On Sunday night, 17 Sept 2017, a group of Muslim men entered a Hindu temple which
had been the site of intensive worship over the past few days, and vandalized three
idols including the goddess Durga who was the focus of the temple’s devotion at this
time. The local Hindu community has not been made to feel safe or protected by the
local authorities and have been frightened to continue with their worship. The Durga
Temple was located in Shajalpur Traditional Para 7 Ward of Birganj City under Dinajpur
District. The Birgani Police Station has not responded to community phone calls.

This is certainly not the first attack on Hindu idols in Bangladesh
in some time, and there is enough violence in BD for Hindus to
understand that this is not the worst that could happen to them,
however, Islamic Iconoclasm strikes deeper into the heart of the
community than does even physical violence. When Muslim
mobs enter a temple, and only destroy the idol and nothing else,
they are speaking most profoundly to Hindus of their absolute
hatred.
15

When one reads the anthologies of the Muslim rulers of Bangladesh and India, they
speak constantly of their hatred for the “idolaters” and their willingness to slaughter them
in the millions for Allah. Idolatry is the one thing the Koran admits Muslims must hate
the most, the greatest sin on which they are to unleash the greatest carnage. When
Muslims destroy idols, Hindus are reminded of the darkest ignorance and rage that Islam has to unleash. When people burn books, pay attention, when people smash idols,
think of the Hindus of Bangladesh please.
Source: Justice for Hindus

No Durga Puja at 18 Lalmonirhat temples
Mogholhat union Puja Udjapan Parishad in Lalmonirhat Sadar
upazila has decided not to celebrate the Durga Puja at 18 temples
in the union this year, protesting grabbing of a temple’s land by
an influential Awami League man. They took the decision at Kurul
Kalibari Sree Sree Durga Mandir on September 13 and submitted
copies of the minutes of the meeting to Lalmonirhat Deputy Commissioner and other authorities concerned.
Earlier, a group led by one Nahiduzzaman Nayon, 38, grabbed 11 out of 35 decimals of land of
Mogholhat Haribasar Durga Mandir on May 25 in 2015. Later, the temple management committee filed a case with a Lalmonirhat court in this regard, which is still under trial. Meanwhile, the
group grabbed another decimal of the temple land on September 10 and threatened the committee members of grabbing the entire property. General Secretary of Haribasar Durga Mandir
Proshanto Sen said, “We submitted several appeals to the authorities concerned for taking
necessary steps but nothing happened due to unknown reason.”
Temple Committee President Arjun Chandra Dasgupta, also president of Mogholhat union unit
of Chhatra League, said Nayon joined AL politics from BNP only a year ago in a bid to consolidate his possession of the grabbed land.
When asked, Nayon, who does not hold any post in the party, declined to make any comment
to the journalists in this regard yesterday.
Acting Deputy Commissioner Rezaul Alam Sarker said he is communicating with union, upazila
and district level Puja Udjapan Parishad leaders to resolve the matter.
Source: The Daily Star
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Hindus urge Swiss firm to rename its $6,010 highheels “Ganesha” boots
Hindus have urged Lugano (Switzerland) headquartered luxury
fashion label Philipp Plein Group to change the name of some of
its shoes named after Hindu deities Ganesha and Kali, calling it
highly disrespectful.
Distinguished Hindu statesman Rajan Zed, in a statement in Nevada (USA) today, said that Lord Ganesha and goddess Kali were
highly revered in Hinduism. Linking shoes, where cow leather was
used, with Hindu deities was very improper.
Inappropriate usage of Hindu deities or concepts or symbols for
commercial or other agenda was not okay as it hurt the devotees, Zed, who is President of
Universal Society of Hinduism, pointed out.
Rajan Zed indicated that Lord Ganesha and goddess Kali were meant to be worshipped in
temples or home shrines and not to be used in selling shoes for mercantile greed.
Hinduism was the oldest and third largest religion of the world with about 1.1 billion adherents and a rich philosophical thought and it should not be taken frivolously. Symbols of any
faith, larger or smaller, should not be mishandled, Zed noted.
Awards-winning luxury fashion house Philipp Plein Group, established in 1998 and founded
by Philipp Plein, reportedly oversees a portfolio of 120 monobrand stores worldwide. Its tagline is “unique-passionate-exclusive” and it describes its products as “Creations for people
that choose the extraordinary things in life”.
At Philipp Plein website, High Heels High “Ganesha” Boots with red crystals decorations are
priced at $6,010; Open Toe Hi-Heels “Ganesha” shoes with stiletto heels cost $1,460; Mid
Heels High “Kali” Boots with crystal decorations are priced at $2,590; while Mid Heels High
“Kali” Boots with heart patterns cost $780. Upper of all these shoes is composed of “100%
Cow Leather”.
In Hinduism, Lord Ganesha is worshipped as god of wisdom and remover of obstacles and
is invoked before the beginning of any major undertaking. Goddess Kali personifies Shakti
or divine energy and is considered the goddess of time and change.
Source: World Hindu News (WHN)
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COVER STORY
An idol of renunciation
- Swamiji Shri Ramsukhdasji Maharaj
Oh God ! I do not forget you.
Swami Ramsukhdasji Maharaj was born in a small village “Maadpura” in the Nagore
district of Rajasthan in Vikram Samvat 1960 (1904 A.D.) in the Vedic calendar month of
Falgun. In the young age of just 4 years, his mother made him an ascetic (Saadhu). Fulfilling the completely renunciate duties of an ascetic, he stayed on this earth for an age
of approximately 102 years and throughout his life, he went from village-to-village and
city-to-city and kept pouring the nectar of satsang.
He lived his life on “Bhiksha” and continued his “ Mansa-Vacha-Karma” (duty
towards humankind ) till his last days without hoping to get any thing in return.
Prime objective of his life was to deliver the divine messages of Gita to people for the welfare of them. He stayed away from tasks such as being photographed, getting his feet touched, making disciples, accepting gifts or donations,
accumulating money or things etc., building ashrams (monasteries), making
cults etc., So neither he establish any personal relationship with any person,
organization, cult, monastery etc., nor did he appoint anyone as his disciple,
propagator, or successor.

He discovered many revolutionary, novel, and remarkable methods and spread
them across the masses through his discourses and articles. Without insisting
upon any opinion, argument, cult etc., he propagated only that which was his own experience. He explained the deep, complicated and the most eminent subjects of the spiritual path to the common man in an extremely simple manner, so that an average literate
man too can easily understand them and can apply them
in his life.
Swamiji Maharaj ‘s commentary on Gita :
‘Sadhak-Sanjivani’ an unprecedented commentary on
Shrimad Bhagavad Gita by Swamiji be an outstanding gift
to the world. He also authored several unparalleled texts
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such as ‘Gita-Darpan’, ‘GitaPrabodhani’, ‘Sadhan-Sudha-Sindhu’ etc. The lessons
from the books, leave an immutable, irrevocable impression on the readers, as these
are not dependent on just scholarly writings, but are based on experience rather than
learning.

This glorious personage of the world disappeared on July 3rd, 2005 (Aashadh Krishna
12, Vikram Samvat 2062) on the banks of Ganga, Gita Bhavan, Swargashram(Rishikesh).

A HUMBLE REQUEST (A Will) By Swami Ramsukhdas ji
It is only due to the extreme grace of Almighty God that the soul
acquires a human body. Its only purpose is attaining God. But, after
obtaining this body, human being tends to forget his original purpose and gets firmly attached to the body and starts believing in
bodily pleasures as being ultimate. By giving power and importance
to the body, he starts relating to it and hence is so attracted to it
that its name too becomes dear to him. Of all the bodily pleasures,
the most menial is respect-seeking. To attain this, he also indulges
in vices like falsehood, cunningness and dishonesty. Due to the
love for his body, he desires its praise and compliments from others. He desires to seek self praise through-out his life and wishes
that after his death, his name and fame remains eternal. He tends
to forget that the name given to this body for worldly convenience
does not have any existence whatsoever after the body perishes. In light of this, body
worshipping, respect-seeking and eternity of name is of least importance. But due to
widespread inner desire for bodily respect and eternity of name and fame, humans
behave in such a manner, not only with himself and his near and dear ones, but also
with those who are the knowledgeable and thus following the righteous path shown by
the esteemed scholars and the scriptures trying to attain their ultimate goal of being
one with the Almighty. What more can be said when the body of such an enlightened
one dies, but in order to continue their remembrance, their body is captured in pictures
and with all the pomp and decorations (garlands etc.) the body is taken to the crema19

tion ground. In order to immortalize the mortal name, they erect edifices like structures in
the form of memorials. In addition to this, they write exaggerated and one-sided incidents
of the deceased being and publish them in the form of biographies and remembrances.
On one side, they call themselves followers of that enlightened one and on the other do
exactly the thing that he deterred in life!
The essence of belief is immortal. Hence, the belief must be on the principle and worlds
of such enlightened one and not on mortal body or name. There is only desire and not
belief in the mortal body and name. But such misdeeds happen only when
desires take the garb of beliefs. Hence, giving undue importance to mortal
bodies and in deterring to worship and praise that eternal, immortal, divine
and immaculate Almighty Being not only makes our life useless but it also is a
great ditching of self.
If seen in its true perspective, this body is only a machine producing urine
and excretion. Given the best of foods or even “prasad” of God, it shall leave
the body through excretion and given the best of drinks or even water of holy
Gang, the same will be passed out as urine. This body is excretion and urine
producing machine till the time there is life and once the death prevails, even
touching it requires bathing. In reality, this body is dying every moment. The
real and authentic consciousness which is present in the body cannot be captures in pictures. Only the body that is decaying every second can be pictured. That is why the body
also does not remain the same as it was, while the picture was taken. Hence, worship of
photograph is worship of “ASAT” (that which is not there). In the photograph, the body remains lifeless, so the picture of this lifeless collection of bones and tissues is more lifeless
than the dead body itself!
Those whom we term as Mahatma – the enlightened one – are Mahatma because of
their total renouncement of the bodily pleasures and not because of their attachment to it.
They consider this body as excretory matter. Hence, showering respect over Mahatma’s
body is like respecting excretory matter! Is this right? If someone says that just like we
worship God’s photograph, what s wrong in worshipping a Mahatma’s photograph? Then
saying this is also not apt because God’s body is divine and immortal, while that of that
of Mahatama is made of destructible and perishable matters that we call “panch-tattva”.
God is Omnipresent, hence He is there - present in the photographs also. But omnipres20

ence (other than body) of Mahatma is due to omnipresence of the God Himself. God
encompasses all the Mahatmas; hence worship of God includes worshipping of all the
Mahatmas. Hindrance shall be created in worship of God if the body and photographs
of Mahatmas are worshipped and this is strictly against the very principles of Mahatmas.
A Mahatma has come to this world to guide the people to God and not towards himself.
The one who guides the people to himself (for worship) is anti-god. In fact, a Mahatma is
never limited to a body.
Actual biography is the one which depicts factual matters, meaning which
puts forth the good and bad facts (virtues and vices) of life in a most
truthful ways. Only the person himself can know the factual incidents of
his life. Others shall only derive estimates about it as per their own intellect and this is often not true. The biographies that are written nowadays,
more so hides the faults and vices and depicts only unwarranted virtues.
Hence they are actually not the factual, complete and real depiction. In
fact, where can we find a better biographical character sketch of any other,
than Marayada Purshottam Sri Ram? Hence, his biography and character
sketch must be heard and read and our life must be molded and lived in
accordance with it. We must try and live our life in accordance with advice
and principles of those whom we consider as Mahatma.
After thinking on the points mentioned earlier, I would like to humbly make a request to
all my acquainted Saints and good people. I have made the points on a personal level,
meaning that I have prohibited my photographs, pictures, memorials, biographies etc.
The sole purpose of this article is to clearly state as to what shall be your duties towards
this body at the time when I have become physically unfit and my body had finally rested.
(1) When this body becomes unfit to move around and in the opinion of doctors has no
chance of revival, then it is to be taken to the shores of Holy Ganga. Do not use any
medications at such time; make use of only waters of Holy Ganga and Tulsi. During such
period, uninterrupted chant God’s name and praises and let the Holy Scriptures like Srimad Bhagavadgita , Shri VishnushahastraNaam, Sri RamcharitaManas etc. be read and
heard.
(2) When the body is dead, use only Gopichandan and Tulsimala, not flowers, scents or
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Gulal etc. The body that is dead should be carried in mere cloth as per the saintly traditions and not on the Vaikunthi made of wood etc.
The way that I have been prohibiting in my living days the feet touching, dandvat pranam, parikrama, garlanding, chanting of my name etc., similarly, after my body’s dies,
consider feet touching, dandvat pranaam, parikrama, garlanding, chanting my name etc,
as prohibited.
I altogether condemn taking photographs of this body in its living, dead or last rites
state.
(3) In the event of its death in some other place or village, it is my hearty
wish that my body be kept on a vehicle and brought to the shores of Holy
Ganga and its last rites be done there. In case due to some unavoidable
reasons, it is not possible to do so, then, in that city or village where the
body became lifeless, in that same village towards the forest or a pathway
that leads out of the city where cows etc. rest, there in the presence of the
sun (during day time) the last rites must be completed.
When this body becomes still, there should be no waiting for anyone. After
the last rites only devotional songs and loud chanting of the Lord’s name,
Divine Name repetition (Naam Japa) etc. alone should be done, and the
last rites must be completed with absolute simplicity.
(4) During the last rites, all the utilitarian goods (clothes, shoes etc.)
should all be burnt with this body and the “avashishth” things (books,
kamadalu etc) should not be kept in prayer room or in the form of remembrance at all.
Rather these must be put to use “saamanya.”
(5) The place where this body’s last rites are done, nothing should be created there in
the form of a memorial, to that extent that I even object to you placing stones etc. in that
spot. As the place was before the last rites, it should once again be the same after last
rites. After the last rites, the ashes and all other “avashishth” things should be offered
into Gangaji.
Neither “goushaala” (cow protection shed), school, “chikitsaalaya” etc or any service
organization must not be formed in my memory. While the body was living too I have
not encouraged and built any structures, buildings etc. for me, and for this I have not
inspired anyone either to do so. If any individual, anywhere, shows a building as being
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created due to an inspiration from me, then consider that to be entirely false.
(6) After this body becomes still, let there be no “satrahavin”, festival or a celebration
etc., and during those days let there be no sweets etc. Just as the sages and ascetics
have been bringing “bhikshaa” in front of me so far, in the same way they should continue to do so. If good householder out of their own will bring “bhikshaa” daily meals, then
that very same “bhikshaa” should be accepted, in which there are no sweets. If some
ascetic and good families come from out-of-town then in the arrangements and preparation of their food, let there be no sweets, rather their meals too, should be ordinary.
(7) When this body becomes still, let there be no grief or a gathering for
mourning etc., rather for seventeen days let there be “satsang”, singing the glories of the Lord and chanting of His divine name, and Divine
Name repetition (bhagvat naam japa), recitation of Gita, recitation of
Ramcharitramanas, reading of Saint’s divine speeches, reading of Srimad Bhagwat etc. Only spiritual undertakings “adhyaatmik krtya” must
be carried on during this period. In Sanatana Hindu Sankriti (Hindu culture), during these days, these above “krtya” are considered to be main.
(8) When this body becomes still, on the seventeenth day or any other
occasion if some gentleman wants to give money-clothes, etc or anything as a gift then it should not be taken, in other words, there should
be no gifts accepted from anyone, of any kind whatsoever. If someone
says that we donate a certain amount to the temple, than consider this
sort of thing to be useless, you must object and oppose this person. If a person sends
any gift from some other place, through anyone then it must not be accepted at all.
Rather, refuse it entirely. Not only must no gifts be taken from anyone, but there should
also be that alertness, that caution, to not give give sheets, rent money etc., to anyone.
When there is objection to taking or doing anything for seventeen days, then what to
speak of annual events etc. These are all to be understood as something that I object
to.
(9) When this body becomes still, anything related to this body, any incidents, “smaarika” remembrance etc must not be revealed in any form.
Lastly I humbly request all those saints and good family members that I have come
in contact with, that those things that I have objected, they should not be done in any
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situation or circumstance. When this body becomes still, the actions and conduct that is
opposed to what I have shared, or any form of arugments “vivaad”, opposition “virodh”,
differences of opinion, fights, frivolous controversy “vitandaavaad” etc. by introducing
an inexpressible state “avaachaneeya,” he should not become a sinner, or a partner in
the sins. Rather with total steadfastness, love, simplicity and mutual trust, and relating
without any deviousness, following the previous instructions, reciting and chanting the
holy name of God, the final rites must be completed. Whenever and wherever there is
an opportunity, the instructions provided with regards to this body should be followed by
all those associated that are present at that time.
During my lifetime, through my body, speech, mind, knowingly, unknowingly, if any one
experienced any kind of difficulty, then I humbly from my heart and profusely beg your
forgiveness. It is my sincere hope, that you all will forgive me with much
generosity.

Ram ……….. Ram ………. Ram …………

From “Ek Sant Ki Vasiyat” (page 12 – 13) by Swami Ramsukhdasji
Seeing what is essential in present times, I am sharing some of my
thoughts. If someone in my name, appears to be bahaving against these
principles and thoughts, then one must try to make every effort to prevent
him from doing so.
When my diksha Guru left his mortal body in 1987 and when I completed all the religious rites, at that time I made a firm commitment that besides attaining knowledge of
the essential Self, there is nothing else I want to do. I do not want to ask anyone for
anything. I do not want to keep any money with me, nor want to touch it. I do not wish to
go anywhere, on my own. Whoever would like to take me somewhere, may do so. After
that, I came in contact with Shri Jayadayalji Goyandka of Gita Press. In my eyes, he
was an enlightened soul, God Realized great soul. His influence and impact on my life
was immense.
I am not affiliated with any individual, organization, ashram, etc. If due to some reason,
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there was a relationship, it was for that moment, and not forever. I am eternally a seeker of Truth, not of any individual.
I have forever been of the mindset that people instead of seeing something divine and
special in me, or in any other individuals and becoming engaged with a particular person, should become engaged directly with God. I am totally and strongly against worship and puja of a person, an individual.
I have no place, spiritual organization or ashram. I do not have a seat (position) nor do
I consider anyone my disciple, messenger, or one who is rightfully eligible to answer
queries on my behalf. After this life, only my books will provide the direction and lead
the path. Increasing awareness of Gita Press books, protection of cows (gau rakshaa)
and association with holy company, Truth (satsang) has been my eternal aspiration.
I do not allow and am totally against taking my photograph, or touching my
feet, or raising hands in praise and glory, or making someone wear holy
beads. I do not give offering of food (prasad), bead necklace, scarf, clothes,
blanket etc to anyone. I myself only sustain my body through food offered by
others (bhikshaa).
For Satsang and other spiritual work, I object to the raising (accumulating) of
funds (donations).
I do not give blessings or wish evil or give boon to anyone, nor do I understand and consider myself capable of doing such things.
I give greater importance to Gangaji, the Sun or reverence / recitation of
holy scriptures instead of my visitation and viewing (my darshan).
I have once and for all, entirely given-up the touching of Money and Women.
In those news-papers, magazines or written publications where there are advertisements printed, I object to my writings being published. Similiarly, in shops, places of
trading, or in calendars pertaining to commercial business or any tools, materials created for the awareness of the businesses, there too, I object to my name being printed in
any such publications or places. This however does not apply to the advertisement of
Gita Press books.
During discourses, I have established a practice of women and men sitting separately.
In my proximity and few feet in the surrounding areas, only men will sit. The seating arrangements for men, will be arranged by men and for women will be arranged by wom25

en. Only men should raise their hands, not women ! while praising the glories of God.
Of the three Yogas - Karma Yoga (Path of Action), Jnana Yoga (Path of Knowledge)
and Bhakti Yoga (Path of Devotion), I consider Path of Devotion to be best of all, and I
believe that it is only through eternal divine Love that man attains perfection.
He who says he is my disciple and considers himself to be blessed by me and gives
discourses and seeks respect and recognition, who takes money from devotees, who
keeps contact with women, who takes gifts or asks for things, he must be considered
a deceitful person. He who accumulates money in my name, he incurs immense sin.
That person’s sins are not eligible for forgiveness.
Ram …..Ram ….. Ram

From last discourse in Hindi by Swami Ramsukhdasji on June 29th,
2005 at Gita Bhavan, Swargashram, Rishikesh, India, where Swamiji
last resided.

One excellent, very easy, very straight forward point. That is Do not have
any desires of any sort, whatsoever. Neither of Paramatma (God), nor of
Self (A tma ), nor of the World, nor of Salvation, nor of Benediction, have
no desires at all and be silent. Be still. Because Paramatma is present in
all places, in the form of stillness.

If there is no want, no desire of any sort, then Paramatma can be realized instantly,
Self Realization can happen, perfection and complete fulfillment is attainable !
This is everyone’s experience that some desires are fulfilled and others are not. It
is not a rule that all desires will be fulfilled. The fulfillment of all desires is not in our
hands, but it is in our hands to give up desires. When no more wishes, no more desires remain, then you will be naturally situated in Paramatma . You will have the
realization (experiential knowledge) of God. No wants, nothing to do, no place to go,
no place to arrive, nothing to study, nothing to practice, that is all there is only these
simple points. In just these few words, everything has been said entirely ! It is due
to desiring something that we experience bondage in this world. On leaving these
desires completely, once and for all, one becomes naturally, situated in Paramatma
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(God), who is present everywhere, in entirety.
In all your activities remain neutral and impartial. Have no attachment (likes)
and aversion (dislikes).

“Tulasi mamata Ram so, samtaah sab sansaar
Raag ne rosh ne dosh dukh, daas bhaye bhav paa.”
(Dohaavali 94)

There are actions and there are objects. Both these are in Nature (Prakriti ). While
discontinuing relationship with objects and actions, rely on only Paramatma (God). Take
refuge in only God, That is It. You are already naturally situated in God.
In a dream a mother’s child was lost. She was deeply distressed and
grieving. But when she woke up from her sleep, she saw that her child is
sleeping right next to her The point of this message is that wherever you
are, there Paramatma (God) IS completely and entirely. Wherever you are,
there itself be still !!

Discourse by Swami Ramsukhdasji, on June 30th, 2005, approximately 11 am at Gita Bhavan, Rishikesh, India

Question: Yesterday you said that have no wants. Leave desires and become silent, of these two, which one is more beneficial?
Swamiji I am God’s, God is mine, I am no one else’s, and no one else is mine. Accept
this. Being free of desires and being silent both these are the same. Let there be no
desire at all, neither of sense enjoyments, nor of liberation, nor of love, nor of devotion,
nor anything else.
Questioner One is not to desire, but if some work needs to take place then?
Swamiji Do the work with great enthusiasm, do it round the clock, but don’t have any
want. Understand this point properly. Serve others, try to remove their sorrows, but in
return do not want anything from them. Serve them, and then become silent. If working
somewhere, take the wages, but do not desire anything.
The main point is that wherever you are, there itself is God. If you desire nothing, then
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you will be situated in only God. When all is God only, then what is there to desire? It
is due to desiring the world, that we are in the world. When there is no desire, then we
are situated in God
THE ORIGINAL LECTURE WAS DELIVERED IN HINDI.
Completely rid of attachment, idol of renunciation, Revered Swamiji Maharaj had
especially instructed that no one may write his biography. Above said introduction has
been written only to acquaint people with this great saint and thereby uplift them and
benefit from his discourses.
Here are few pictures of swamiji’s room where the great saint lived in his last days.

Swamiji’s Room in Gita Bhawan,
Rishikesh, INDIA

door where swamiji give darshan to

Swamiji’s Nivas area,
Rishikesh, INDIA

Sayings on Wall in Swamiji’s room

devotees
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Knowledge Capsule
Destressing through Chanting AUM
Inderdeep Kaur
Associate Professor, Department of Botany, University of Delhi,Delhi 110 007, India.

ABSTRACT
In times of integrative medicine which focuses on the health of mind, soul and body, we are
making an effort towards finding happiness and well-being through various ways. Of late
more and more people are getting attracted by a combo of both conventional and alternative
techniques. Meditation, an alternative therapy has been a Hindu practice for thousands of
years that helps in destressing and better coordination of mind and body. Meditation is the
method of observing the inward and outward movement of thoughts that come and go out
of mind with silence (maunum), stability (dhiram) and detachment (vairagyam). The Maitri
Upnishad, one of the religious scriptures says, ‘it is with mind truly that one sees, it is with
mind that one hears; desire, imagination, doubt, faith, steadfastness, shame, meditation,
fear----all this is truly mind’. Meditation through chanting of mantra is an ancient practice
which has picked up around the world. Chanting a word or a phrase, the mantra repeatedly
and rhythmically either loudly by a person or sung in unison by a crowd leads to establishing
a connection with God.

Chanting meditation is followed by many around the globe for fighting stress in day to day
life, especially in keeping diseases like Alzheimer’s and dementia at bay. But unfortunately
it has gained popularity more because of health and fitness centers which give only a broad
perspective of chanting. However, we must know how this repetition of mantra influences
our endocrine system and the nervous system. We also should understand the cross talk
that occurs between these two systems and the benefits arising out of it.

This article is written with the aim of disseminating the knowledge in a more scientific manner so that while practicing chanting one understands the changes that occur in one’s mind
and body.
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Introduction
Stress has become an ingrained part of our vocabulary and daily existence and it is
difficult to believe that the term coined by Hans originated only a little more than 50
years ago. It is a physical, mental or emotional state which a man experiences when his
demands exceed the social resources a person can mobilize. Since bad stress takes
toll on our total personality and our survival, we make every effort to maintain a healthy
body, a sound mind and a strong emotional quotient. Dhyaana a Sanskrit word where
‘Dhi’ means receptacle or the mind and ‘yana’ means moving or going. It is meditation
with an unbroken focus of mind on its object. Dhyaana is movement or journey of mind,
a mental activity of mind that leaves our body rejuvenated and relaxed.

Chanting
It is a technique to reach the subconscious through mantra japa which means the repetition of a word or an idea or a phrase to purify the subconscious mind of the seeker.
Chanting is a psychological fact that infuses mind with good thoughts, outlook and adds
values to life. Chanting a mantra can help you tune out of the world and tune into yourself for close introspection.
Much like the emotive quality of immersing oneself in music, mantra uses sound to
evoke moment of physical and emotional energy through stimulation of nervous system,
from which emerges meanings and narrative.
To be more precise when we pronounce mantra, our tongue taps against certain points
of the upper palate, sending signals to the hypothalamus, the control power of the brain,
which regulates communication between nervous and endocrine system.
Chanting induces a hypometabolic state characterized by decreases in many physiological measures as well as by changes in EEG pattern. There are reports of increase
in cerebral blood flow to frontal cortex during meditation. Neuroscientists observing MRI
scans have learned that meditation strengthens the brain by reinforcing the connections
between the brain cells. A direct correlation was found between the amount of insular
gyrification and number of meditation years [1].
AUM centric meditation
For any mantra to be effective we must remember two aspects; one the meaning which
has to be imbibed and second the pronunciation which should strike the right cord with
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the nervous system. AUM has various interpretations.

A; is jeevathmaa’s conscious state, U is jeevathmaa’s dreamy state and M is
jeevathamaa’s superconscious state. It is also believed that A is past, U is present
and M is future. The other interpretation of AUM is that three alphabets symbolize earth,
atmosphere and heaven and three major Hindu gods: Brahma. Vishnu, Shiva and
the three sacred vedic scriptures: Rig, Yajur, Sama. In other words AUM embodies the
essence of the entire universe.

AUM is a special mantra with cosmic vibrations in it [2]. It has been referred to as the
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password to enlightenment, a sacred syllable and symbol that encapsulates secrets of
the universe and influence all areas of life. AUM is also the primordial hum, the ANHAD
sound from which all other sounds and forms arise and return to. According to Swami
Sivananda “the whole world has come from AUM, rests in AUM and dissolves in AUM.”
The understanding of linguistics and phonetics of AUM is extremely important. It is believed that if recited correctly then A can have a broader vibratory effect on the physical
body, U has a funneling effect, narrowing the consciousness into subtler sensations and
nasal M sound makes cranium vibrate and has eternal effect on the Ajna Chakra (one of
the seven energy chakras of body). This last vibration caused by elongated mmm… is
of highest importance. It is the point where the veil between audible sound and supreme
stillness is thinnest. And it is the time when our listening awareness is most expansive.

“A” has first place in all alphabets and “m” is the last letter in the oldest language- Sanskrit while from start to end are the terms from alpha to omega and from A to Z. The first
sound uttered as babies emerge from the womb is often “Ahhh.” Hence the letters “a”
and “m” are symbolic of the continuous cycle of birth, life and death, known as samsara
in Sanskrit. Phonetically, AUM is a very natural and effortless sound to form. While
chanting, the peripheral nervous system (PNS) gets activated and regular meditators
experience the vibrations of the physical body manifest as wonderful astral sounds to
the spinal centers. As we continue chanting AUM, our mind becomes calm and our mind
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and body relax. There is coordination between the right and left hemisphere of the
brain. It activates areas of bilateral cerebellum, left middle frontal gyrus and right precuneus [3].
Chanting AUM loudly and repeatedly leads to resonation of eternal sound in the ears
and air flows through the nasal passages smoothly between three sounds [4]. When
repeated with clear intonation AUM aligns us at all three levels- physically, mentally and
spiritually.

The ‘A’ awakens consciousness
The ‘U’ uplifts awareness
The ‘M’ merges one with the supreme reality.

Effective ‘AUM’ chanting is associated with the experience of vibration sensation
around the ears. It is expected that such a sensation is also transmitted through the
auricular branch of the vagus nerve [5].
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Role of Entrainment in Rehabilitation
Srinivasan TM*
Department of Yoga and Physical Sciences, Swami Vivekananda Yoga University, India

Introduction
Entrainment is an interesting phenomenon in biological systems. This is a process through
which two signals that are close to each other in frequency get entangled into a single frequency. Two pendulums connected to a common support bar move quickly toward entrainment. The
entraining signal could be from outside the body. In the field of chronobiology, a familiar example is sleep-awake cycle in humans that is driven by external light cues.

One of the most common entraining signal sources is the so-called Schumann Resonance
(SR). This resonance occurs as electromagnetic waves bounce back and forth between the
surface of the earth and the ionosphere. Ionosphere contains full of charged particles and
behaves like a mirror for these electromagnetic waves. Schumann Resonance is the result
of these oscillations and the resonance frequency falls within the alpha range of the brain
waves. It is thought that this resonance is essential for normal human activity; it is possible
that entrainment of biological signals between humans could be understood on the basis of
Schumann Resonance [1].

Brainwave Entrainment
Brainwave entrainment (BWE) is an interesting area wherein a rhythmic response is elicited in
the EEG of a person as a result of driving cortical neurons by means of external light or acoustic signals. When a flashing light in the field of view of a person is close to alpha frequency
of EEG, for example, the brain waves tend to lock to this external signal! The experiment is
similar to Neuro feedback systems; the difference being in EEG entrainment, a light source in
the visual field of the person is driven at around alpha frequency. Under these conditions, the
brain wave tends to follow the external signal. Entrainment of CNS activity has been used in
diverse areas of rehabilitation such as in cognitive function deficits, PMS, stress, pain, headache, migraine and some behavioral problems [2]. This may be termed free running Brain
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Wave Entrainment (BWE). However, it is thought that a free running system such
as this (not related to one’s own EEG, see below) could, if used improperly, lead to
photic generated problems.

Earlier work in this area was related to driving EEG through signals derived from
one’s own EEG with proper phase adjustment [3]. This system may be termed EEG
Biofeedback devices and have been used for rehabilitation of special cases of CNS
disorders. Limitations of a free running BWE are not expected in this method since
the signal is derived from one’s own ongoing EEG activity. The raw EEG of a person is sent through a processing system and depending on the application, theta,
alpha or beta wave is selected for feedback. Phase adjustment is required for maximizing the outcome. This filtered, phase adjusted EEG-derived signal is then fed to
a light source whose intensity varies in accordance with the ongoing EEG activity.
Rehabilitation of many stress related problems are reported through this procedure.

Entrainment through Acoustic Coupling
It is also possible to accomplish entrainment of physiological parameters such as
blood flow through acoustic coupling. Again, these acoustic signals could either be
self-generated or impressed through external means. The latter is achieved when
EEG-derived signal drives an acoustic signal (similar to light signals in the above
example) or as free standing acoustic signal from an external auditory source.
The endogenous signal could be self-generated (voiced) sounds. An interesting
report is available when certain prayers and mantras are enunciated. They seem to
“increase synchronicity of cardiovascular rhythms when they are recited six times a
minute. There was also an increase in baroflex sensitivity” [4].

Another interesting example is changes in blood flow in the brain as observed
through fMRI [5]. Twelve healthy volunteers were asked to chant ‘OM’ and the neurohemodynamic correlates were observed using fMRI. The study showed bilateral
deactivation in oribitofrontal, anterior cingulated, thalami, hippocampi and in right
amygdala which were statistically significant. It was concluded: “The neurohemodynamic correlates of ‘OM’ chanting indicate limbic deactivation. As similar obser35

vations have been recorded with vagus nerve stimulation treatment used in depression
and epilepsy, the study findings argue for a potential role of this ‘OM’ chanting in clinical
practice” [5].

Since most tissues in the body are piezoelectric, it is possible to explain that voiced
chanting could elicit electrical activity that could drive physiological signals into entrainment and also could provide changed blood flow conditions.

Entrainment and Coherence
Entrainment could give rise to synchronization and coherence in the activity of diverse
systems in the body. Synchronization of two signals means they have same time sequence whereas coherence is a mathematical measure of how close in phase two
signals are in a system. Normally, when EEG waveforms at two locations on the scalp
are compared, it is obvious they are not related in phase in any manner. During meditating, electrical activities from many areas of the brain are seen to be coherent, implying they work in synchrony apparently exchanging information over large areas of the
scalp. In a review paper, the authors have summarized observations in mindfulness and
Transcendental (TM) meditations wherein cardiac and respiratory synchronization is
reported which is not seen during normal relaxed condition [6]. The paper proposes “a
mechanism of neurophysiological changes during meditation at the cellular level based
on neurovascular coupling and at the global brain activity level from the autonomic response generated by cardio-respiratory synchronization” [6].

It is further postulated that higher coherence between different sites of the brain may be
associated with higher creativity, emotional stability and overall improvement in moral
and ethical attitudes [7]. Since higher coherence between two areas of the brain implies
these areas are interlinked in activity, such coherence may produce a global effect and
could lead one towards higher states of consciousness.

Conclusion
Entrainment is an interesting phenomena happening all the time in the body-mind of
individuals. We are tuned to nature through entrainment; our biological clocks are re36

sponsive to variations in weather, season and light-dark cycles. Thus, Ayurveda recommends tuning our diet to environmental conditions so that this natural entrainment
could be facilitated and there is no conflict in the mind-body as variations in nature are
experienced. It is possible that a rehabilitation regimen is more effective in one part of
the day than at some other point of time during a 24 hour cycle.

Research in meditation has opened doors of our perception to some unusual events
taking place in the brain. The consequence of brain coherence in rehabilitation is difficult to understand fully at this time. It could be involved in improving memory, regulate
emotional responses, reduce effects of stress and useful in management of some
geriatric problems.
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SPECIAL REPORT
Are Hindus Cowards?

“Muslims are bullies and Hindus cowards”, the Mahatma Gandhi once said. He may be
right – at least about Hindus: there has been in the past 1400 years, since the first invasions
started, very few Shivaji’s and Maharana Pratap’s to fight the bloody rule of the Moghuls,
or hardly any Rani of Jhansi’s to stand against the humiliating colonial yoke of the British. If
a nation’s soul is measured by the courage of its children, then India is definitely doomed:
without the Sikhs, whose bravery is unparalleled in the more recent history of India, Hindus
would have even lost additional land to the Muslim invaders and there would have been infinitely more massacres of Hindus by Muslims during the first weeks of Partition.

Are Hindus more courageous since they have an independent nation? Not at all! Because
of Nehru’s absurd and naïve “hindi-chini-bhai-bhai” policy, the Indian army was shamefully
routed in 1962 by the Chinese, a humiliation which rankles even today. Beijing is still able to
hoodwink Indian politicians, by pretending it has good intentions, while quietly keeping on
giving nuclear know-how to Pakistan, as well as the missiles to carry their atomic warheads
to Indian cities, arm separatists groups in the north-east and continuing to claim Arunachal
Pradesh or Sikkim.
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Everywhere, Hindus are hounded, humiliated, routed, be it in Pakistan and Bangladesh, where Muslims indulge in pogroms against Hindus every time they want to vent
their hunger against India (read Taslima Nasreen’s book “Lalja”). In Kashmir, the land
of yogis, where Hindu sadhus and sages have meditated for 5000 years, Hindus have
been chased out of their ancestral home by death, terror and intimidation: there were
25% of Hindus at the beginning of the century in the Kashmir valley… and hardly a
handful today. And look how the US is treating India, refusing to hand over Headley,
responsible for the planning of the horrible Mumbai attacks and continuing to prop-up
Pakistan, knowing very well that when American troops will leave Afghanistan, Islamabad will make sure that a friendly Taliban regime is reinstalled, with dire consequences for India’s security

There is no point in going to Nawaz Sharif’s granddaughter’s marriage, as long as Islamabad is sending militants to kill and maim into Indian territory. Yet, Hindus continue
to think that in the name of democracy & openness, it’s the right thing to do. We keep
hearing about Hindu ‘terrorism’. But since fourteen centuries, Muslims have always
struck first against Hindus, And those who live in Indian cities which have important
Muslim minorities, will tell you that every time there are Hindu-Muslims, it is the Muslims who start them, either by attacking the police, or by provoking the Hindus.

The truth is that there are two standards in India: one for the Hindus; and one
for the Muslims. Did the “fanatic” Hindus who brought down Ayodhya (and brought
shame onto secular India, according to the Indian media) kill or even injure anyone in
the process? No. But Muslims do not have such qualms. When Gandhi said they were
bullies, he was being very nice or very polite. For forget about the millions of Hindus
killed during the ten centuries of Muslim invasions, probably the worst Holocaust in
world history; forget about the hundreds of thousands of Hindu temples razed to the
ground, whose destruction - whatever our “secular” Hindus of today say - was carefully
recorded by the Muslims themselves, because they were proud of it (see Aurangzeb’s
own chronicles); forget about the millions of Hindus forcibly converted to Islam, and
who sadly are now rallying under a banner, a language, a scripture which have nothing to do with their own ethos and culture. Yesterday and also today, when the Muslim
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world feels it has been slighted, in even a small measure by Hindus, these Infidels,
who submitted meekly to Muslim rule for ten centuries, it retaliates a hundred fold –
this is the only way one intimidates cowards. After Ayodhya, Pakistan, Saudi Arabia
(at least in a passive way by giving shelter for a while to Tiger Memon) with the help of
Indian Muslims, planted bombs in the heart of Bombay and killed a thousand innocent
human beings, most of them, once more, Hindus.

This is no to say that all Muslims are fanatics; on the contrary, many of India’s Muslims
are extremely gentle and their sense of hospitality unsurpassed. The same thing can
be said about Pakistan: Pakistani politicians, for instance, are much more accessible
than in India and Pakistan has its own identity, which cannot be wished away. No,
the problem is not with Muslims, whether they are Indians or Pakistanis, the problem
is with Islam, which teaches Indian Muslims from an early age, to look beyond their
national identity to a country - the Mecca, in Saudi Arabia - which is not their country, to
read a Scripture which is not written in their own language, to espouse a way of thinking, which is inimical to their own roots and indigenous culture. Indian Muslims, have to
think of themselves first as Indians and secondly only as Muslims.

One would be tempted to say in conclusion : “Arise ô Hindus, stop being cowards,
remember that a nation requires Kshatriyas, warriors, to defend Knowledge, to
protect one’s women and children, to guard one’s borders from the Enemy”….

And do Indians need a Narendra Modi to remind them of that simple truth ?

-- Source
François Gautier
http://www.francoisgautier.com/are-hindus-cowards/
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HINDU’S PRIDE
Why do offer food to the Lord before eating it?

Bhartiye (Indians) make an offering of food to the Lord and later partake of it as prasaada - a
holy gift from the Lord.

In our daily ritualistic worship (pooja) too we offer naivedyam (food) to the Lord.

The Lord is omnipotent and omniscient. Man is a part, while the Lord is the totality. All that we
do is by His strength and knowledge alone. Hence what we receive in life as a result of our
actions is really His alone. We acknowledge this through the act of offering food to Him. This is
exemplified by the Hindi words

“tera tujko arpan”
– I offer what is Yours to You.

Thereafter it is akin to His gift to us, graced by His divine touch.

Knowing this, our entire attitude to food and the act of eating changes. The food offered will
naturally be pure and the best. We share what we get with others before consuming it. We do
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not demand, complain or criticise the quality of the food we get. We eat it with cheerful
acceptance (prasaada buddhi).

Before we partake of our daily meals we first sprinkle water around the plate as an act
of purification.
Five morsels of food are placed on the side of the plate acknowledging the debt owed
by us :

-- To the Divine forces (devta runa) for their benign grace and protection,
-- To our ancestors (pitru runa) for giving us their lineage and a family culture,
the sages (rishi runa) as our religion and culture have been “realised”, aintained and
handed down to us by them,
-- To our fellow beings (manushya runa) who constitute society without the support of
which we could not live as we do and
-- To other living beings (bhuta runa) for serving us selflessly.

Thereafter the Lord, the life force, who is also within us as the five life-giving physiological functions, is offered the food. This is done with the chant

“ praanaaya swaahaa,
apaanaaya swaahaa,
vyaanaaya swaahaa,
udaanaaya swaahaa,
samaanaaya swaahaa,
brahmane swaahaa ”

After offering the food thus, it is eaten as prasaada - blessed food.
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The Great Indian Irony
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AYUR PLANT
Medicinal Properties of Peepal Tree

Pipal or peepal is the most sacred tree for Hindus since Vedic period. During Vedic times,
it was known as Ashwattha. Ashwattha is abode of all gods. Its roots represent Brahma
the Creator, branches Shiva the Destroyer and trunk Vishnu the Preserve.
Pipal has longest history of worship and it is worshipped even today as in the ancient
times. As it a sacred tree, people place damaged idols, figures of god and goddess at its
base. Doing Parikrama or circumambulation of Pipal daily destroys all kinds of inauspiciousness.
This tree is associated with spiritual understanding. Ashvattha is tree of life (Jivan Taru)
and tree of knowledge (Bramha Taru).

Peepal also has great medicinal value. It is extensively used in Ayurveda. Every part of this
tree is edible and offers numerous benefits. It is used in treatment of various infections,
healing of wounds, improve fertility and treat poisoning. The bark is astringent and fruits are
laxative. Seeds are cooling, refrigerant, laxative and alterative.
The leaves are purgative and tonic. They are useful in constipation and jaundice. Their
oral intake gives strength to heart and helps to control the palpitation. They are also given
to treat feverish condition and arresting bleeding or secretion.
The bark of tree is sweet, cooling, astringent, aphrodisiac and used both externally and
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internally. The decoction of bark is useful in variety of diseases such as skin diseases,
rheumatism, ulcers, and scabies.The dried bark is boiled in milk and taken as aphrodisiac.
Pipal fruits or figs are good for digestive system. The dried fig powder is given in case
of asthma. Fruits are cooling, digestive, laxative and aphrodisiac. For asthma, dried and
powdered fruits are taken with water for fifteen days.

How Pipal is different from other plants?
Pipal tree releases oxygen 24 hours and does nocturnal fixation of atmospheric CO2.
This makes it different from other plants as most of plants release oxygen during day time
in presence of sunlight but release CO2 at night.
The 24 hour release of O2 is possible in Peepal as it has ability to perform Crassulacean
acid metabolism or CAM (named after Crassulacean family of succulent plants). CAM is
an ecological adaptation of photosynthesis done in some plants growing in limited availability of water or CO2 (such as arid condition, as epiphyte) and involves nocturnal CO2
fixation done to maximize CO2 uptake.
Important Medicinal Properties
Pipal (Ficus religiosa) is rich in medicinal properties. Below is given medicinal properties
of bark of the tree along with the meaning.
1. Anti-inflammatory: Reducing inflammation by acting on body mechanisms.
2. Anti–dysenteric: Relieving or preventing dysentery.
3. Antiseptic: Capable of preventing infection by inhibiting the growth of infectious agents.
4. Antioxidant: Neutralize the oxidant effect of free radicals and other substances.
5. Antirheumatic: Alleviating or preventing rheumatism.
6. Anthelmintic: Antiparasitic, expel parasitic worms (helminths) and other internal parasites from the body.
7. Antimicrobial: Active against microbes.
8. Antibacterial: Active against bacteria.
9. Antigastroduodenal ulcer: prevent ulcer formation.
10. Hypoglycemic: Reducing level of the sugar glucose in the blood.
11. Laxative: Tending to stimulate or facilitate evacuation of the bowels.
12. Tonic: Restore or improve health or well-being.
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